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Background and Aims:

Spontaneous speech analysis from aphasia-related stroke

patients during a history intake is often compromised due to

either syntactic, morphological or semantic difficulties. Statistics

and machine learning techniques were used to analyze

spontaneous responses to the question “why are you here

today?” from patients with stroke-related aphasia. We aim to

rank and categorize Face, Arm, Speech, Time (FAST)

symptoms.

Methods:

We use a dataset consisting of 58 participants, 68.96% male and

31.04% female, aged between 26 and 78 with mean 58.29 and

median 61, the majority having suffered an ischemic stroke. All

participants have responded orally, and audio recordings had

been transcribed for subsequent analysis of the text. We used

two standard natural language processing techniques, namely

term frequency (tf) which shows the number of times a word

occurs in a document and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) which

distinguishes topics within documents.

Results:

Regarding tf, we rank single and double- word sequences

(Tables 1-2) and we observe that “speech” and “arm” appear

frequently, while words related to face, or other conditions also

exist. Regarding LDA, we selected 3 topics which are clearly

distinguished from each other and we observe that “speech” and

“arm” (Figure 1) are categorized in two of them, while the third

one is vaguer as it contains words related to the general

condition of the patients.
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Conclusions:

Results from the history intake for individuals even during

rehabilitation do support existing research that suggests the two

most common stroke symptoms are "arm/speech." This is

important for understanding human cognitive rehabilitation also.

Our results show that the pre-experience event (episodic

memory) of FAST symptoms are maintained in mental

representations as seen in discourse analysis during

rehabilitation. These verbal memories of symptoms can affect

post-stroke life span. Also, we show that Artificial Intelligence

techniques such as machine learning can be efficient in

analyzing, categorizing and comprehending text of aphasic

patients
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